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Introduction
Huge Fat Fucks promises thousands of fat fucking videos, enormous galleries of photos, and plentiful
live feeds.  What they don't promise is high quality, easy navigation, or quality fat-bang for your bucks.

Adult Review
If you're lucky enough to bang a fat chick, the first thing you notice is the absolute abundance of flesh - easy to grab, plenty
to squeeze, and pounds of flesh for sinking your dick.  Delicious curves ooze all over one another and threaten to consume
you - and a good fat fucking video is really almost like being there, grabbing and worshiping fat tits and oversized pussy as
she takes your cock in her fat lips.
  
  Most BBW sites will give you that feeling - jumping out of your skin, desperate to get your hands on all that woman so you
can just sink right on into her.  Huge Fat Fucks seems to go the other way -  right off the bat, the front page features images of
cheeseburgers and ice-cream behind an oversized picture of a smiling fat woman pleasuring herself with a dildo.
  
  Of the hundreds of fat fetish sites out there, very few actually bother to make the ham-fisted connection between fat and
food.  Are you there to watch her get fucked?  Or are you there to see what she's having for the Fourth of July BBQ?  Without
even entering the site, you can guess that the videos are more about sensationalizing the fat than they are about glorifying it.
  
  Once inside, the site is an assault on the eyes and is fairly difficult to navigate.  Though the main landing page is divided
into six sections, only three of them deal directly with upsized chubbies.  Within those sections, there's at least three duplicate
links to the nonexclusive content.  It's not streamlined, and with content feeding in from all over, it's pretty difficult to keep
track of where you've been, what you've seen, and where you should head next.
  
  Huge Fat Fucks offers downloadable videos that are optimized for dial-up, so you get anywhere from four to six chunks of
action from each girl: spanking, masturbating, shower scenes, and a recording of a cam show are included.  DRM isn't
utilized, so any of these videos are yours to keep.  Additionally, when streaming, many of the links offer a variety of desktop
media to choose from.
  
  Do yourself a favor and ignore the navigation buttons at the top of the site; they just lead to more dead links, outdated photo
galleries and a few dating and webcam sites, which amount to nothing more than member advertising, really.  
  
  Aside from being a good choice for dial-up users, there are a few perks to Huge Fat Fucks.  Once you're there, hit the link
for the "Fat Lane," where you'll cruise page after page of streaming video - sluts of all sizes, from XL to XXXXL - young and
old, dressed up, dressed down, - oversized orgasms and fucking to fit any sized fantasy.  You'll also have access to bonus
material including amateur links, hardcore straight videos, and lots of reality porn.
  
  When the bonus feeds of a site are really the best part of what they offer, that doesn't bode well for their members area.

Porn Summary
Think about it: up to thirty percent of Americans are said to be obese.  With odds like that, the quality of fat porn you might
be able to sink your teeth into should be pretty high.  Huge Fat Fucks is non-exclusive, old content on a site that's hard to
navigate and less attractive than most big beautiful women.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'This site is more about making fun of fatties than lusting after them'
Quality: 74  Updates: 72 Exclusive: 70 Interface: 62
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Support: 78 Unique: 80    Taste: 65        Final: 69

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
BBW, Hardcore, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $39.95 Preview: 3 Days for $1.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Pay By

Phone, Other
Video & Picture: Monthly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 201
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